What defines a quality educator?

Dean Jardee- relationships, relationships with families and kids

Phil Corbett- being fair and consistent

Erica Allen- a strong understanding and passion about a content area

Angela McLean- relationships and inspire a new generation of future educators

Corrina- care about profession and students and about each other, have knowledge and skills to meet the needs of our students- engage students in their learning

Diane Fladmo- be a vital part of a learning community- parents, citizens

Sue Corrigan- teachers need to be willing to look at themselves and be adaptable

Heather Jarrett- extensive content knowledge, pedagogy, take the philosophy and put it into practice

Gini Mohr- be a master of their skill

Shaun Scott- good firm grasp with technology tools and how to apply and leverage those tools in the classroom

Sharon Carroll- proper support for teachers, relationship building- we need to provide a role

Mike Perry- I think the two most important qualities are the ability to connect with students and create relationships.

Valerie Fowler- Ability to adapt to change. Willing to continue to learn and grow.

Dan Schmidt -A QE is defined by a person’s character who believes in taking their work to a level beyond a profession.

Gini Mohr- And the commitment to use those relationships to encourage the social and academic best in each learner

Sharon Carroll -Content knowledge and pedagogy.

Christine Eggar- A quality educator provides rigorous instruction at each child’s academic level in a classroom yet when interacting with the students is focused on their emotional and social as well.

Gary Carmichael -A quality educator is someone who is passionate about learning for themselves and their students.

Corrina- An educator that gives their all to teaching and learning - engages their students in that learning, adjusts their instruction. They have a high level of knowledge and skills necessary to meet those needs. To build relationships with their students.
Diane Fladmo- A strong commitment to students, learning - including knowing subjects and how to teach to students. Also, being a vital part of a effective learning community, working with others to manage, monitor and support learning with continuous improvement based on data.

Heather Jarrett - A quality educator could be defined as one possessing extensive knowledge in their content area(s) as well as being able to continuing their learning. They possess the skills to be responsive, flexible and form relationships with students. This is all just for starters.

McCall Flynn- Excellent communication skills with deep knowledge and passion of the teaching profession.

Jule Walker - A well rounded individual who understands how to connect with students. An understanding of pedagogy, curriculum, classroom management and the ability to personalize learning for each student in a safe environment. A need for a growth mindset as an educator and to help students with this as they grow and mature.